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Abstract 
We introduce the notion of periodicity for k-ary labeled trees: roughly speaking, a tree is 
periodic if it can be obtained by a sequence of concatenations of a smaller tree plus a “remain- 
der”. The period is the shape of such smaller tree (i.e. the corresponding unlabeled tree). This 
definition reduces to the classical one for string when restricted to the case of unary trees. 
Then, we define the greatest common divisor of two unlabeled trees and relate right congru- 
ences to unlabeled trees. This allows us to give a characterization of tree periodicity in terms 
of right congruences and then to prove a periodicity theorem for trees that is a generalization 
to trees of the Fine and Wilf’s periodicity theorem for words. @ 1998 - Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we introduce the notion of periodicity for k-ary labeled trees. We 
look at a k-ary labeled tree as a generalization of a word, in the sense that words 
corresponds to the particular case of k = 1, i.e. to unary trees. 
Our work can be considered as a part of a more general research program having 
the aim to extend concepts, methods and results of combinatorics on words to labeled 
trees (cf. [13-151). 
The study of periodicity plays an important role in combinatorics on words and 
presents some interesting applications in algebra, in formal languages and in the design 
of string searching algorithm (cf. [8, 121). A central result in this theory is the Fine 
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and Wilf periodicity theorem (cf. [4, 121). This result and the notion of periodicity 
have been extended to two dimensions, motivated by problems in pattern matching 
algorithms (cf. [7]). We feel confident that some interesting applications will come out 
also from the study of periodicity on trees. 
We recall that a word w has period p if there exists a word u of length p such that 
w is prefix of a word in u*. This means, roughly speaking, that w can be factorized as 
a repeated concatenation of the word u by itself, plus a “remainder”, that is a prefix 
of the word u. Generalizing this notion to trees, we define the period of a labeled tree 
r by means of a “factorization” of r in terms of a smaller tree Q, plus a “remainder”, 
that is a set of prefixes of 70. The period of r is the shape of ~0, i.e. the unlabeled 
tree corresponding to ~0. This definition reduces to the classical one for words when 
restricted to the special case of unary trees. 
The main result of the paper is a periodicity theorem for trees, that generalizes the 
Fine and Wilf theorem. In order to state this result we introduce the notion of greatest 
common divisor of two unlabeled trees and we prove its existence and unicity. We 
then relate unlabeled trees to right congruences on a free monoid, and we show that the 
greatest common divisor of two unlabeled trees corresponds to the join of the related 
congruences. 
This allow us to characterize tree periodicity in terms of right congruences and then 
to prove the periodicity theorem by using algebraic arguments concerning the join and 
the restrictions of the right congruences. 
The paper is organized as follows. We start in Section 2 by recalling some definitions 
on words and periodicities on words. Then, in Section 3, we focus our attention on 
labeled k-ary trees by introducing the basic definitions and all the related notations. 
Moreover, we define some basic operations on trees (union, intersection, difference, 
concatenation and power) and give several examples. In particular, the power of a tree 
is used in Section 4 to give the definition of periodicity for trees. 
Then, the remaining part of the paper is devoted to state and to prove the periodicity 
theorem for trees. In Section 5, we define the greatest common divisor of unlabeled 
trees and give an algorithm to compute it. In Section 6 we associate particular right 
congruences to unlabeled trees and prove some lemmas to relate the join of two right 
congruences and the greatest common divisor of the trees associated to such congru- 
ences. An algorithm to calculate the join of two right congruences is given in Section 7. 
Moreover, we give the definition of set complete with respect to two given congruences 
together with an algorithm to decide whether a set is complete. Finally, in Section 8, 
we give a characterization of periodicity on trees in terms of right congruences and 
prove the main theorem. 
2. Periodicities on words 
We start by recalling some definitions of words, languages and prefixes that will be 
useful for a description of trees given in next sections. We also give the definition 
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of periodicity for words and one of its characterizations that will be useful in the 
sequel. Moreover we state the Fine and Wilf’s Theorem on periodic&y for words. 
For the basic terminology and for the notion of periodicity on words we will refer 
to [12]. 
Given an arbitrary finite alphabet A, i.e. a finite set of symbols, the free monoid 
over A, denoted by A*, is the set of all possible concatenations of symbols in A. The 
elements of the free monoid A* are called words. The natural operation on the free 
monoid is concatenation of words. We will denote by E the empty word, that is the 
identity in the free monoid A* with respect to the concatenation of words. If HI is a 
word over the alphabet A, we will denote by IwI the lenght of w. 
Given a word w E A*, a prejix of w is a word u E A* such that w = uu for some 
c E A*. A subset P of A* is prejx-closed (or closed by leji fuctor) if for any w E P, 
every prefix of w belongs also to P. 
We recall (cf. [2]) that a subset C of Z* is a pre$x code if no word in C is prefix 
of another word in C. A prefix code is maximal if it is not a proper subset of another 
prefix code over the same alphabet. 
We now recall the definition of periodicity on words. 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a finite alphabet, let w E A* and let p E N. We say that w 
has period p if there exists a word u E A with IuI = p such that w is a prefix of a 
word in u*. 
Example 2.1. The word 
w=abbaabbaab 
VW_ 
has period 4. In fact, w is a prefix of a word in u*, where u = a b ba. 
We now give an algebraic characterization of periodicity on words, that will be 
useful in the study of periodicity for trees. We recall first that, given three integers 
n, m and p, we say that n is equivalent to m modulo p, and we write n E m (mod p), 
if n -m=kp for some kE N. 
A word w E A” of length n can always be represented as a map w : N + A whose 
domain is the set (0,. . . , n - 1) and such that w(i) is the (i + 1 )th letter in w. In fact, 
it is convenient to consider the first letter of a word as the one corresponding to the 
position 0 of the domain. This allows us to give the following characterization of the 
notion of periodic words. 
Proposition 2.1. A word w has period p E N if and only if jbr any pair of nutural 
numbers 0 <i, j < IwI - 1 such that i = j (mod p), we have that w(i) = w( j). 
We can see from Example 2.1 that this definition is perfectly equivalent to 
Definition 2.1. In fact, if we consider the word w as an application from the set of 
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natural numbers to the alphabet {a,b}, elements in the domain of w that are equivalent 
modulo 4, have the same image by the map w. 
The periodic@ theorem of Fine and Wilf considers the case in which a word has 
two different periods. We give here the statement: 
Theorem 2.1 (Fine and Wilf’s Theorem). Let p1 and p2 be two positive integers. Let 
w EA* be a word with periods p1 and ~2. If IwI 2pp1 + p2 - gcd(pl, ~2) then w has 
also period p = gcd(pl, ~2). 
It is easy to prove that this bound is tight. It suffices to exibit two integers p and q 
and a word w with [WI = p + q - gcd(p, q) - 1 with periods p and q but not period 
gcd(p, q). For example, we can take the Fibonacci’s word of length 11: 
abaababaaba 
This word has periods 5 and 8 but not period 1 = gcd(5,8). 
3. Trees 
In this section we recall the notion of k-ary labeled tree. Most of the notations 
and the definitions here introduced are from Nivat [14]. We remark that the classical 
recursive definition of k-ary tree (cf. [ 111) is equivalent to the one we use. 
Moreover we define some operations on trees that will allow us to study the notion 
of periodicity on trees. 
3.1. Basic definitions 
Definition 3.1. Let C={l,... , k} and let A be a finite alphabet. A k-ary (labeled) tree 
over A is a map r : C* --f A whose domain dam(z) is a finite and prefix-closed subset 
of C*. The elements in dam(z) are called nodes. We say that r is an unlabeled tree 
if the alphabet A contains only one element (i.e. all nodes have the same label). 
Example 3.1. Let C = { 1,2} and A = {a, b}. Consider the map r : C* -+ A given by 
Z(E) = a, r(12)=b, r(12l)=a, 
r(l)=b, r(2l)=b, 2(122)=a, 
r(2) = a, r(22) = a, r(22l)=b. 
This map is defined over the prefix-closed set {E, 1,2,12,21,22,121,122,221}. Then r 
it is a (labeled) binary tree. 
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In this paper, when we deal with k-ary trees, we will consider the alphabet C= 
{ 1,. . , k} and we will refer to it as the structure-alphabet. We will refer to the set A 
as the label-alphabet. Moreover, we will denote labeled trees by Greek letters, whereas 
unlabeled trees will be denoted by Latin letters. 
Notice that an unlabeled tree can be univocally individuated by its domain. Therefore, 
we can always associate to any labeled tree r the unique unlabeled tree t having the 
same domain. We call t the shupe of r and we denote it by sh(T). Moreover, we will 
denote by Ir/ the size of r, that is, the number of its nodes. 
Let r be a tree over A. If x,y E doom(r) are nodes of r such that x = yi for some 
i E C, we say that y is the father of x and that x is the i-th son of y. A node without 
sons is called 1eaJ The node E (i.e. the only node without father) is called the root of 
the tree. 
We now give a definition that will be very useful in the sequel. 
Definition 3.2. Given a tree r, the border of z is the set B(r) = {xi 1 x E dam(r), 
xi @doom(z)}. 
That is, the border of a k-ary tree r is the set of nodes that are missing to make r 
a complete k-ary tree plus the nodes corresponding to all children of the leaves of r. 
The following lemma, whose proof is straightforward, holds. 
Lemma 3.1. The border B(z) of a tree z is u muximul pn$ix code. 
Remark that the definition of k-ary tree we gave above is completely equivalent 
to the classical notion of k-ary tree in terms of graphs. In fact, we can represent a 
k-ary tree as a directed graph where the root is the only node without incoming edges, 
each node has out-degree k and the sons of each node are distinguished by numbers 
1,2,. . . , k put as labels on the edges leaving that node (usually not explicitely written). 
Then, each node v E C* in the tree corresponds to the vertex reached by the path from 
the root labeled v. 
The following example is clarifying. 
Example 3.2. The tree r in Example 3.1 can be represented in the following way: 
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This tree has size Ir( = 9. The shape of r is represented by 
In this tree the set of leaves is given by { 121,122,21,221} and the border is B(r) 
={11,1211,1212,1221,1222,211,212,222,2211,2212}. Whenweare interestedingiv- 
ing evidence to the border of a tree, we will draw it by means of dotted edges and 
dummy black nodes as in the figure that follows: 
We will denote by At the set of all finite k-ary trees over A. When k is implicit we 
will simply write A#. A particular element of A# is the tree of size 0, whose domain is 
the empty set, that is called the empty tree, and is denoted by Sz. The trees of size 1, 
whose domain is E, are called the punctual trees. The punctual tree whose only node 
is labeled a will be simply denoted by a. The (unique) punctual unlabeled tree will be 
denoted by rc. 
Let r and r’ be two k-ary trees. Then z is a subtree of 7’ if there exists a node 
u E dom( 7’) such that: 
(i) v. dam(7) = {vu ( u E dam(7)) C dom(z’), 
(ii) 7(u)=7’(uu) for all u Edom(7). 
In this case we say that 7 is a subtree of 7’ rooted at node v. 
We remark that the definition of subtree we gave above is different from the usual 
one (it corresponds, instead, to a connected subgraph of a tree). Notice that, if v = E, 
then S(r, 7) = dam(s) C dom(z’) and 7 coincides with the restriction of 7’ to dam(z). 
In this case we write 7 C 7’ and we say that 7 is an initial subtree or a prefix of 
7’. If S(v, 7) = UC* n dom(T’), then we say that 7 is a terminal subtree or a sufix 
of 7’. 
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Remark 3.1. The definition of k-ary labeled trees, when restricted to the case k = 1, 
is consistent with the definition of words. In fact a word w E A* can be described 
as a partial mapping from the set of natural numbers N (that is isomorphic to .Zx 
when C = { 1 }) to the alphabet A: the domain of w is the set (0, I,. . . , (WI - 1) that is 
isomorphic in Z* to the set {a, 1, 12,. . , ll”‘-‘}, that is a subset of {l}* closed under 
prefix. Then we can always consider a word as a labeled 1-ary tree over A. Moreover 
notice that, in the case of words, the border contains only one element 1 i”‘i. 
As example consider the word: w = a b b a b a. It can be seen as the unary tree defined 
by the map: 
w(C)=a, w(ll)=b, w(llll)=b, 
w(l)=b, w(lll)=a, w(lllll)=a. 
Then, w can be described by the following graph: 
The shape of w is the following unlabeled I-ary tree: 
and the number of its nodes is actually the length of the word w. This justifies the 
choice of the notation /r[ to denote the size of a tree r. Notice that a word has only 
one leaf and that its border contains only one element B(w) = { 11111 l}. 
In the sequel, to define operations among trees, we will use an intermediate object 
called bush. We recall that a subset S of Z* is interval closed if v and vab in S implies 
that vu is also in S, for all v E C* and a, b E C. 
Definition 3.3. Let C = { 1, . . . , k} and let A be a finite alphabet. A k-ary (labeled) 
bush over A is a partial mapping p : C* + A whose domain, dom(/?), is a finite, interval 
closed subset of C*. If the alphabet A contains just one element, we say that ,4 is an 
unlabeled bush. 
As example consider the following. 
Example 3.3. Let C = { 1,2} and A = {a, b}. Then the map 
/3(12)=a, P(121)=a, P(122)=b, /7(1221)=a, 
,8(22) = 6, ,4222) = b, 8(1222)=a, 
represents a bush whose domain is the set don@) = { 12,22,12 1,122,222,122 1,1222}. 
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All the terminologies given for trees (node, father, son, leaf, shape, etc.) can be 
trasposed to bushes. A root of a bush is a node without father. Notice that a bush can 
have more than one root. 
In a sense, a bush is a set of “tree-pieces”. We can describe a bush as in the 
following example. 
Example 3.4. The bush in Example 3.3 can be represented as 
or, equivalently, as the following set of subtrees: 
where we put an extra label on the roots to indicate the corresponding words in C”. 
A bush is connected if its domain contains only one root. This implies that a con- 
nected bush can be described by a connected graph. Given a bush /I, a maximal 
connected component of /I is a maximal connected bush /Y such that p’ C /I, where 
“maximal” is referred to the number of nodes. The bush in Example 3.4 is not a con- 
nected bush since it has two maximal connected components. We remark that every 
bush can be partitioned in a unique way as a family of connected components (this is 
because connectivity in graphs is an equivalence relation). 
Given two words X, y E C* we denote by 
I if y=xy’, 
undejined if y @XC*. 
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We now define the translated of a bush by x-’ and by x, respectively. Let fi be a 
bush and x be a word in C*. The translated of p by XC’ is the bush x-‘/j’ defined as 
follows. 
(i) dom(x-‘1) =x-l don?(P) = {x-‘yly E dom(/l) nxC*}, 
(ii) vy E dom(x-‘p>, x-‘p(y) = B(xy). 
The translatrd of /I by x is the bush xp defined as follows. 
(i) dom(xp> =x dom(/q = {xyly E dom(fl)}, 
(ii) VY E ~~~(49, XP(Y) = B(x-‘Y). 
3.2. Basic operations 
We now introduce operations among trees. We will implicitly assume that all the 
trees are labeled k-ary trees with the same k and that are defined over the same 
alphabet A. Moreover, some of the operations we define will require that the trees 
involved satisfy special conditions. We give first the following definition. 
Let r’ and Q be two labeled trees. We say that r’ and 72 are compatible if and 
only if they coincide as functions on the intersection of their domains. In formula, if 
210 denotes the restriction of r to DC dam(z), we write 
We remark that two unlabeled trees are always compatible. 
Example 3.5. The two trees T’ and 72 defined by the two graphs below, are compatible: 
We can now define several operations among trees. Let 5’ and r2 be two compatible 
trees. The union of r’ and r2 is the tree r’ @ r2 defined by 
(i) dom(zl @~2)=dom(z~)~dorn(z~); 
(ii) ttx E dom(s, $ z2), 
(5' @z2)(x)= 
r~(n) if x E dom(zl), 
z*(x) otherwise. 
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For instance, the union of the trees ri and r2 in Example 3.5 is the tree rt 6~~2 
described by the graph below: 
Let rt and t2 be again two compatible trees. The intersection of rr and r2 is the 
tree rinrz such that 
(i) dom(tt n ~2) = clom(rl) 0 dom(r2), 
(ii) 21 n z2 = 21 j(dom(r,)ndom(r~)) = ~2I(dom(?,)ndom(rl)). 
For example, the intersection of the trees rr and r2 in Example 3.5 is the tree 
described by the graph below: 
In the next operation we want to define is the symmetric difference between two 
trees. It is not difficult to verify that, if we simply apply the corresponding set operation 
to the domains of the two trees, we do not get a tree but a bush. Since we want the 
result of an operation between trees to be still a tree (or, at most, a family of trees), 
we need to introduce more notations and definitions. 
Let rr and r2 be two compatible trees. We define, the bush rt o r2 as follows. 
(i) dom(rl 0 ~2) = dorn(ri 6B r2) \ dom(ri n r2); 
(ii) Vx E dom(ri 0 r2), 
CT1 0 z2 >(x> = 
rt(x) if x E dom(rl), 
72(x) otherwise. 
We are now ready to give the definition of the symmetric difference of two trees. 
Consider two compatible trees rt and ~2. Let /? = rt or2 = {/?I,. . . , fl,.}, where /It,. . . , fir 
denote the connected components of the bush j?, and let x1,. . . ,xr be the roots of 
B 1,. . . , pr, respectively. Remark that xi’ pi is a tree for any i = 1,. . . , r. We refer to 
such a tree as the tree corresponding to the connected component pi. The symmetric 
difSerence of rr and r2 is the forest rr A ~2 = {xc’/?r,. . . ,x;‘p,.}. 
For instance, the symmetric difference of the trees rt and r2 in Example 3.5 is the 
following family of trees: 
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Remark 3.2. Notice that two words are compatible if one is prefix of the other one. 
Moreover, the operations of union, intersection and symmetric difference applied to 
compatible words wi and ~2, give, respectively, the longest of the two words, say ~2, 
the smallest of the two words, say wi and the part where they differ, i.e. the word v 
such that wzv = wi. 




We now define the concatenation between trees. Intuitively, to concatenate two trees 
ri and r2 we “attach” the root of r2 to one of the elements of the border of ri. 
In general, as result, we get more than one tree since the border of a tree contains 
more than one element. Then the concatenation between two trees will be a set of 
trees containing as many trees as the elements in B(ri). We define first formally the 
concatenation of two trees at a given element of the border. 
Let ri and ~2 be two trees, and let B(ri) denote the border of ri (see Definition 3.2). 
The concatenation of ri and r2 at b E B(TI ) is the tree ri (b)z2 defined as 
(i) dom(z1(6)22)=dom(zl)Ubdom(z2); 
(ii) VX E dom(Tl(b)T2), 
~I@) if x E dom(ri ), 
(rl(b)rz)(x)= 
T2(b-‘.x) otherwise. 
Definition 3.4. Let ri and r2 be two trees and let B(ri) be the border of ri. The 
concatenation of ri and r2 is the set of trees: 
TI .72 = (51 (bb2 I b E Wtl)). 
Example 3.6. Given the trees ZI and r2 
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the concatenation ri .z2 is given by the following set of trees: 
Remark 3.3. In the case of unary trees, i.e. of words, the result of 
contains only one element that coincides with the word concatenation. 
The notion of concatenation of two trees can be extended in the usual way to 
this operation 
the concatenation of two sets of trees. If T, and Tz are two families of trees, the 
concatenation of TI and T2 is defined as the union of the sets ri .z2 where ri E T, and 
r2 E T2. It is denoted by TI . T2. 
Notice that this operation is not associative. In general, given the trees ri,r2 and ~3, 
we have that ri(rzr~) C (z~Tz)T~. In fact, the tree below belongs to (rir2)rs but it does 
not belong to zl(z2z3): 
Definition 3.5. Let r be a tree. The set r” is defined recursively by r” = r”-’ . z where 
r” = Q and r’ = {r}. Moreover, r’ = lJ, 5”. 
Notice that if we consider each element of the label-alphabet A as a punctual tree, 
A’ is exactly the set of all finite k-ary trees obtained as concatenation of all punctual 
trees in A. Then the notation A’ is coherent with the notation of r’. 
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Definition 3.6. Given two trees ri, ~2, we say that ri is a power of r2 if ri E 7;. In 
this case, we say that r2 is a root of ~1. 
Example 3.7. The following tree 
is a power of the tree below. 
We remark that, if we consider this definition over I-ary trees, we retrieve the 
definition of power (and root) of a string over a finite alphabet A (cf. [12]). 
4. Periodicity on trees: definition and examples 
In this section we generalize the notion of periodicity from words to labeled k-ary 
trees. We recall that a word w has period p if there exists a word u of length p 
such that w is a prefix of a word in u*. This means, roughly speaking, that we can 
“factorize” the word w as concatenation of the word u by itself, plus a “remainder” 
that is a prefix of U. 
When we transpose this notions to trees we define periodicity of a labeled tree T 
by means of a “factorization” of z by a suitable tree ~0, plus a “remainder” that is a 
set of prefixes of 70. In this case, the period is not a non-negative integer like in the 
case of words, but it is an unlabeled tree, the shape of ~0. Notice that in the case of 
unary trees, i.e. in the case of words, the shape is univocally determined by its size. 
The formal definition is given below. 
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Definition 4.1. Let r be a tree and to be an unlabeled tree. We say that r has period 
to if there exists a tree to with sh(ro) = to such that r is a prefix of an element of 7:. 
Example 4.1. The tree below has as period the unlabeled tree to drawn on its right: 
0 a 
In fact, r is a prefix of a power of the following tree 71: 
..;;-“;;; 
d b 
In the sequel it will be useful to refer to the notion of non-trivial period. If in 
Definition 4.1 we further require that zo is prefix of z, then we say that zo is a 
non-trivial period of r. For instance, in the special case of words, a period p of a 
word w is non-trivial if p < 11~1. It is easy to verify that, in Example 4.1, to is a 
non-trivial period of z. 
The main problem we solve in this paper is that of giving a generalization of the 
Fine and Wilf’s Theorem for words to labeled trees (cf. Theorem 2.1). We recall that 
this theorem considers the case when a word has two different periods: if a word w has 
two different periods p and q and it is “sufficiently long”, then w has also as period the 
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greatest common divisor of p and q. Also in the case of trees we study what happens 
if a tree has two different periods, and, we wonder under which conditions we can find 
a period that is “smaller” than the given ones. For instance, notice that the tree t in 
Example 4.1 admits as period also the tree below: 
Since we have to find a generalization of the Fine and Wilf’s Theorem to trees, we 
have first to investigate what “greatest common divisor” and “sufficiently long” means 
in the case of trees. Moreover, according to our definition, a “period” is a shape of a 
tree, that is, an unlabeled tree. For this reason, most of considerations and results in 
the following sections will be referred to unlabeled trees. 
5. Greatest common divisor of unlabeled trees 
In this section we deal with unlabeled trees only. We give the definition of greatest 
common divisor of unlabeled trees and prove a theorem stating its existence and unicity. 
We use a special terminology for unlabeled trees. This is motivated by the following 
remarks. In the case of words over the alphabet A, we use a multiplicative notation 
for the concatenation and, for instance, we say that w is a power of u if w E u*. 
However, if IA] = 1, A* is isomorphic to the additive monoid of non-negative integers 
and the additive notation is used for the concatenations of elements of A*. In this 
case, if w E u*, we say that the integer corresponding to w is a multiple of the integer 
corresponding to u. In the same way, when no confusion arises, we will use the additive 
notation for unlabeled trees, whereas we use the multiplicative notation for labeled trees. 
We start with the notion of “divisibility” for unlabeled trees. This notion has been 
also considered in [3]. 
Definition 5.1. Given two unlabeled trees tl and t2, we say that t2 divides tl, and we 
write t2(tl, if tl E t2. # In this case we say that tl is a multiple of t2 and that t2 is a 
divisor of tl. 
Remark that in the case of unary trees this corresponds to the notions of divisibility 
of integers. 
Definition 5.2. Given a set of unlabeled trees T = {ti, . . . , tn} and an unlabeled tree t, 
we say that t divides T, and we write tI T, if t divides all trees tl, , t, E T. 
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Example 5.1. The tree in the figure below 
is a multiple of the following tree: 
We now give the definition of the greatest common divisor among trees. 
Definition 5.3. Let tl, t2 be two unlabeled trees. A tree t is the greatest common divisor 
of tl and t2, and we denote it by gcd(ti, t2), if 
(i) t divides both tl and t2; 
(ii) if there exists a tree t’ E A# that divides both tl and t2, then t’ divides also t. 
It is useful to give also the definition of the greatest common divisor of a set of 
trees. 
Definition 5.4. Let T = {tl, . , tn} be a set of trees. A tree t is the greatest common 
divisor of T, and we write t = gcd(T), if 
(i) t divides T; 
(ii) if there exists a tree t’ E A# that divides T, then t’ divides also t. 
Before stating the main theorem of this section we prove two preliminary lemmas. 
Recall that two unlabeled trees are always compatible. In this case the basic operation 
defined in Section 3.2 are total operations. 
Lemma 5.1. Let tl and t2 be two unlabeled trees and let t be a divisor of tl and t2. 
Then the following properties hold. 
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1. t divides tI . t2; 
2. t divides tl n t2; 
3. t divides tl A t2; 
4. t divides tl CE t2. 
Proof. Since tl, t2 E t# then tl t2 c t#. This proves statement 1. 
To prove 2, notice that both tl and t2 are multiple of t, then both of them have t as 
prefix, that is, t C tl n t2. Let p be the largest prefix of tl n t2 that belongs to t#. We 
have to show that p = tl fl t2. Let us suppose, by contradiction, that p is a proper prefix 
of tl n t2, that is, p # tl n tz. Then there exists a node in tl n t2 that is an element of the 
border of p. This node must be necessarily the root of an occurrence of t in tl and in 
t2. But, if both tl and t2 contain this node, then they both contain the whole occurrence 
of t having that node as root. Then we can find a tree p’ E pt c t# contained in tl n t?. 
This contradicts the hypothesis of maximality for p. 
We now prove 3. Let d E tl A t2. By definition of tl A t2, there exists a maximal 
connected component b in the bush TV o t2 such that d is the translated of b. It suffices 
to show that t divides b, to prove that t divides d. Since b is either a suffix of tl or of 
t2 (and ti, t2 E t#), its root R belongs to the domain of some occurrence of t in tl (or 
in tz). Let R’ be the root of this occurrence. If R = R’ then t divides 6. Otherwise, the 
root R’ belongs to the intersection tl n t2. But in this case the entire occurrence of t 
must be contained in tl n t2, because t divides tl n t2 (by 2). Then R E tl n tl, and this 
contradicts the hypothesis that b E tl o t2. 
To prove 4, notice that tl 81 t2 consists in the concatenation of tl n t2 with elements 
in tl A tz at fixed elements of the border. By statements 1 and 3. we have that t divides 
tj+E?t2. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Let tl und t2 be Tao unlabeled trees. Then, gcd( tl, t2) = gcd( {tl n t2} u 
(tl a t2)). 
Proof. If t =gcd(tl,tl) then tit1 and tlt2. By Lemma 5.1, ti(tl n t2) and tl(tl A t2). If 
t’ divides both tl n t2 and tl A t2, then it divides also tl and t2. In fact tl (resp. t2) is 
obtained by concatenating elements of tl A t2 to some elements of the border of tl n t?. 
Then, by 3 and 1 of Lemma 5.1, t’ divides tl and tz, then t’ divides also t = gcd(tl, t2). 
Therefore, t =gcd({tl n t2} u (tl A t2)). 0 
Theorem 5.1. Given two unlabeled trees tl and t2, gcd(tl, t2) exists and it is unique. 
Proof. We describe an algorithm to 
tl = t2. Suppose tl # t2; we define 
sets 
G=, f ~rA_,{tintj}U(ti~t,) 
0 i 
compute the gcd(ti, t2). If tl = t2 then gcd(t,, t2) = 
TO = {tl, tz} and for k > 0 we recursively compute 
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Notice that by applying recursively the argument of Lemma 5.2 we have that gcd(tl , t2) 
= gcd(Tk) for all k. We stop when Tk contains only one element. Remark that, if 
IrkI # 1, then Tk # Tk+l. It is easy to verify that, at each step k, we reduce the sizes 
of the trees in the set Tk. In particular, the maximal size of trees in Tk+r is strictly 
smaller than the maximal size of trees in Tk. This guarantees the termination of the 
algorithm. The greatest common divisor is the unique tree contained in the terminal 
Set T,. 0 
Remark that the algorithm in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is a generalization to trees 
of the Euclid algorithm for the greatest common divisor of two integers. In fact, in the 
case of unary trees, (tl, t2) corresponds to a pair of integers and it is easy to verify 
that, if Tk corresponds to the pair (nl , nz), with nl > n2, then Tk+l corresponds to the 
pair (nl - n2,122). 
Example 5.2. By applying the algorithm of Theorem 5.1 to the following pair of trees: 
we obtain in two steps that the greatest common divisor of tl and t2 is the tree below: 
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6. Unlabeled trees and right congruences 
In this section we associate right congruences to unlabeled trees. Since unlabeled 
trees are periods of labeled trees, this will allow us to describe periodicity on trees 
also in terms of right congruences generalizing the analogous characterization for words 
to trees (see Proposition 2.1). If t is an unlabeled tree, we will denote the corresponding 
right congruence by g(t). The main result of this section states that, given two trees 
tl and t2, 92(gcd(tl,t2))=9(tl) V @tz), where 2(tl) V 9?(t2) denotes the join of the 
congruences %?(tl) and 93(t2). 
We start by giving notions and definitions on equivalences and congruences. Given 
two equivalence relations 81 and 4 on a same set X, we say that 81 is smaller than 
or equal to 82 (and we write 81 < 4) if each equivalence class of 8, is union of 
equivalence classes of 4. 
Usually, if 8, < 4, one says that 82 is finer than &i or that 8, is courser than g2. 
It is easy to see that 6 is an order relation between equivalences. The standard way 
to prove that 6’1 d 4 is to show that if u&v then u& v, with u, v E C*. 
Definition 6.1. Let 81 and 4 be two equivalence relations on the same set X. The 
join of 8, and 4, denoted by 61 V&, is the greatest equivalence smaller than or equal 
to both 8, and 82. 
Remark 6.1. From the definition it follows that ~(81 V &)v, if and only if there exists 
a natural number n 3 0 and a sequence (WI, ~2,. . . , w,) of elements of X such that 
Y ‘ 0 
&WI, Wl4W2, W2&j?W3,..., wlqn+,u, jiE {1,2}. 
Definition 6.2. A right congruence over a free monoid C* is an equivalence relation 
3 on the words of C* such that, if UBV, then uw~vw for all w E C*. 
Notice that the join of two right congruences is still a right congruence. 
Given a right congruence 3 of finite index over C*, we may describe it by a finite 
labeled directed graph to which we will refer as G(W). The vertices Vi, V2,. . . , V, 
of G(9) correspond to the equivalence classes Ci, CZ,. . , C, of 9. The vertex that 
corresponds to the class containing the empty word will be referred to as the initial 
vertex. The edges are defined in a way that there is an edge from vertex V to vertex 
I$ labeled x E C if Cix C Cj. Notice that the graph G(B) uniquely determines the right 
congruence W. Indeed, for any word w E C*, the class of R containing w corresponds 
to the vertex reached by the (unique) path starting from the initial vertex and labeled w. 
Graph G(9) will be referred to as congruence graph. Remark that G(B) is a complete 
deterministic graph (i.e. for any letter x E C and for any vertex V, there is exactly one 
edge leaving V labeled x). Moreover, observe that G(9) is always a connected graph. 
Conversely, for any complete deterministic connected graph G with a special vertex 
VI there exists a unique right congruence 3 such that G = G(9). 
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A right congruence 2 is strongly connected (SC.) if, for any u E Z’*, there exists 
r E C* such that uv%, where E is the empty word of C*. This terminology is motivated 
by the fact that 99 is S.C. if and only if G(B) is a strongly connected graph. 
Example 6.1. The graph 
represents the strongly connected right congruence defined by the following relation 
between classes: 
The following lemma associates a maximal prefix code to a S.C. right congruence. 
Lemma 6.1. Let 93 be u XC. right congruence and let [E] denote the class of 9 
containing the empty word E. Then, [E] is a submonoid of C* generated by a maximal 
prejix code, referred to as C(9). Moreover, if 9 has jinite index then C(B) is u 
rutional set. 
Proof. Since 92 is a S.C. right congruence, then there exists a complete connected graph 
G(B) that is the congruence graph for 92. Let us denote by 6 the initial node, i.e. 
the node corresponding to class [E]. Remark that class [E] contains the labels of all 
paths from fl to Vi. The operation of concatenation between two of such words is 
trivially an internal associative operation. Moreover, the empty word belongs to [E] 
and, therefore, [E] is a submonoid of C*. 
The base of this monoid, that we denote by C(9), is the set of non-empty words 
in C* that are labels of paths in G(2) from V, to V, that reach fi only once. This is 
a prefix code. In fact, none of such words can have another word of this set as prefix, 
otherwise the corresponding path in G(B) would touch VI twice. Moreover, such code 
is maximal because the graph G(2) is complete. 
Code C(W) is also a rational set. In fact, we can consider a graph G’, obtained 
from G(Z) by adding a vertex V, to the set of vertices of G(9) and re-directing all 
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the edges entering V, into Vf instead. We now consider the automaton having vertices 
of G’ as the set of states, V, and 5 as initial and final state, respectively and the 
transitions defined by graph G’. This automaton accepts words of the C(9), that is, 
C(M) is a rational set. 0 
Now we reverse the correspondence established by the previuos lemma and associate 
a S.C. right congruence to a maximal prefix code. Let C be a maximal prefix code over 
the alphabet 2‘ and let us denote by D(C) the set of proper prefixes of elements of 
C, that is 
It is well known (cf. [2]) that, for any word L’ E Z* there exists a unique element 
u E B(C) such that v E C*u. This unique element is denoted by rc(u). 
Definition 6.3. Given a maximal prefix code C over 1, and two words u, c E C*, we 
say that u E_C u if rc(u)=rc(c). 
It is easy to verify that the equivalence (EC) is a S.C. right congruence whose index 
is Ifr(C)l. 
Remark 6.2. In the special case ICI = 1, a maximal prefix code C over C contains only 
one word, which is uniquely specified by its length p. In this case C* is isomorphic 
to the additive monoid N of natural numbers and the congruence -_c corresponds to 
the equivalence modp over N. 
Lemma 6.2. Let 3 be u xc. right congruence on C*. Then A’<( -_c(_#)). 
Proof. Notice that u -_c(?A) D implies that there exists w EI+(C(Z)) such that 
U, c E (C(3))*w = [e]w. This implies that there exist u’, G’ E [c] such that u = U’W and 
c = V’PV. Since u’, U’ E [E], then u’.~u’ and therefore U.&C. q 
Remark that, in general 3’ # (zc(M)). This is shown by the following example. 
Example 6.2. Let us consider the right congruence defined by the following congru- 
ence graph: 
We have that C(g) = { 1,21*2}, that is =ZC( x) has an infinite number of equivalence 
classes, while 9 has only two classes. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the definitions. 
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Lemma 6.3. Let C be a maximal prefix code over C*. Then C = C(=C). 
Lemma 6.4. Let C1 and Cz be two maximal prejix codes over Z. Then 12, C Cf if 
and only if (s-> ) <(E-C, ). 
Proof. (+) u EC, v implies that U, v E CFwr , with wr E Pr(Ct ). Since Cz is a maximal 
prefix code there exists a unique element wz E Pr(C2) such that WI E Cfw2. Since 
Cl C C;, then u, v E C~WZ, i.e. u =c, v. 
(+=) By definition, for any maximal prefix code C, u -_c E if and only if u E C*. 
Since u -_c, E implies that u =cz E, then CF C C:. 0 
We now associate a right congruence to an unlabeled tree. Let t be an unlabeled 
tree and let B(t) be the border of t (see Definition 3.2). Recall that the border B(t) 
of t is a (finite) maximal prefix code. We define the right congruence associated to t 
as 9?(t)=(=g(t)). Remark that Pr(B(t)) =dom(t) and then the classes of B(t) are in 
a one-to-one correspondence to the elements of dam(t). 
Definition 6.4. A right congruence 9 is a tree congruence if there exists an unlabeled 
tree t such that B=&!(t). 
Example 6.3. Given the following tree 
the tree congruence associated to it is described by the following congruence graph: 
We now prove some lemmas regarding tree congruences. 
Lemma 6.5. A right congruence 932 is a tree congruence if and only if 9 = (FCC,%)) 
and C(B) is a finite prejix code. 
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Proof. If 9 is a tree congruence, then B= 9?(t)=(~~(~)), for some tree t. By 
Lemma 6.3, C(9)= C(-_B(~)) =B(t) and then .@= (=cc%,). Conversely, if 9 = 
(-~(.#p)), consider the tree t defined by the domain &vH(~)=PY(C(A?)). One can easily 
verify that 9I? = 9?(t). 0 
Lemma 6.6. Let 92 be a right congruence and let W’ be a tree congruence such that 
&‘<9’. Then 9 is xc. and &?<(q(.~~)<.%?‘. 
Proof. Since 9? <@, 9%” S.C. implies that, for any u E C*, there exists u E C* such 
that UV@E. It follows that UI@.Z, i.e. &? is S.C. Now [a],~/ 5 [c].d implies that C(P) 
C C(a)* and then, by Lemma 6.4, an Lemma 6.2 we have 9?d E_c(.x) d -_c( A/) 
E.g. 0 
Lemma 6.7. The join of two tree congruences is a tree congruence. 
Proof. Let 99t,G& be two tree congruences. Let 9, V 9~ = 9. 9 is the greatest right 
congruence such that 9? d 9%!r and g < 992. Let C(B) be the prefix code corresponding 
to 9. By the previous lemma one has 
These inequalities imply that 9 = (-_c(,+~). q 
Lemma 6.8. Let tl and t2 be two unlabeled trees and let B(tl), B(t2) be their borders. 
Then tl divides t2 if and only if B(t2) C B(tl )*. 
Proof. If tr divides t2, then, by definition, any element of B(t2) is obtained as con- 
catenation of elements of B(ti). 
Conversely, suppose that B(t2) C (B(tl ))*. Let 
m= max{kE N l(B(t~))~ n B(tz)#@}. 
The proof is by induction on m. If m = 1, then tl = t2 and trivially tl divides t2. 
Now, let us assume that the statement is true for j = 1,2,. . . , m - 1 and consider the 
set 
(Nh )I” n B(h) = {w,w2,. . ,wr). 
By definition, for any fixed index i, the word wi can be decomposed as w; = uivi, 
with ui E (B(tl))m-l and vi E B(tl). For any v’ E B(tl), consider the word uit”. Since 
B(t2) is a maximal prefix code, either Uiu’ is prefix of a word w’ in B(t2), or there 
exists a word w’ in B(t2) that is prefix of uiv’. In the first case, w’ = uir’x, for some 
XEZ*, and, since B(t2) C (B(t,))*, c’x E (B(tl))*. By the maximality of m, x= E and 
then UiV’ E B(t2). In the second case, since B(t2) is prefix code, then w’= Uiy with y 
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prefix of v’. By the inclusion B(tz) C (B(ti))* one derives that y = v’. It follows that 
u$(ti ) C B(t2) for any i = 1,2,. . . , r. Consider now the set 
C = B(~z)\[((W~I 1)” n Wt2)) U {UI, u2,. . . , ur>l. 
It is easy to verify that C is a maximal prefix code corresponding to the border 
of the tree obtained from t2 by deleting the copies of the subtree tl in the bottom 
of t2, having leaves of maximal depth. By the induction hypothesis, the statement 
follows. 0 
Using previous lemmas we can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. Let tl and t2 be tMto unlabeled trees. Then, 3?(gcd(ti, t2))=9(tl) V 
2(t2 1. 
Proof. Since the join of two tree congruences is a tree congruence (by Lemma 6.7) 
then there exists a tree t such that C!@tl)~B?(t2) = L%(t). Moreover, by Lemmas 6.4 and 
6.8, for any pair of trees t,t’, we have that &?(t)<&?(t’) if and only if B(t’) &B(t), 
and this happens if and only if t divides t’. Therefore, t divides both tl and t2 and 
then t divides gcd(ti , t2). Conversely, since gcd(ti, t2) divides both ti and t2, then 
9(gcd(tl,tz))69I?(ti) and %?(gcd(ti,t2))<%(t2). It follows that 9?(gcd(ti,tZ))<&‘(t), 
and then gcd(ti , t2) divides t. 0 
7. The join of right congruences and restrictions 
In this section we describe and discuss an algorithm to compute the join of two 
right congruences of finite index over Z*. This algorithm can be implemented using a 
“union-find” data structure and its running time is dominated by the running time of 
“union-find”(cf. [l]). Moreover, since by Theorem 6.1 the join of two tree congruences 
9I?(ti) and &!(t~) is the tree congruence &?(gcd(ti, tz)), this algorithm is a “fast way” 
to compute the greatest common divisor between two trees; more precisely, if il is the 
sum of the sizes of the two trees, the running time of the algorithm is smaller than or 
equal to a constant times ncr(n), where x is the inverse of the Ackermamr’s function 
(cf. VI>. 
In this section we consider also the restrictions of congruences to subsets of C” and 
their relation with the join operation (recall that, if 9?i and 9%~ are right congruences, 
then the join 9, VSi?2 is also a right congruence). This leads to the notion of complete 
sets with respect to two congruences. Finally, we prove that there exist prefix closed 
sets that are complete with respect to two fixed congruences and that have “small” 
size. 
For the sequel, we will denote by 9’ the restriction of the equivalence 9? to the set 
TgC*. 
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7.1. An algorithm for the join 
In this section we deal with right congruences of finite index over I*. We denote 
by i(2) the index of the right congruence .9? (i.e. the number of classes that 22 defines 
over the set C* ). 
We describe an algorithm to compute the join of two right congruences over Z* 
that operates on the corresponding congruence graphs. We first introduce some termi- 
nologies on graphs. 
Given a directed labeled graph G, we indicate by [Vi,x, Vj] the edge from vertex Vi 
to vertex Vj with label x E C. We define an operation on G called Merge that unifies 
two vertices into one vertex as follows. Given vertices V,, V, in G then Merge( 6, fi) 
transforms these two vertices into a unique vertex, say V’. The edges starting from 
V’ are all the edges that were previously starting from V,, h, paying attention to the 
deletion of possible duplicate edges, while the edges entering in V’ are simply all the 
edges that were previously entering in V,, V2. 
Given a letter x E C, we say that a vertex V is good for x if there exists exactly 
one edge starting in V with label x. We say that V is good if V is good for any letter 
x E 1. 
We now describe briefly and informally the algorithm. The inputs are two congru- 
ence graphs G(9i) and G(~?\z) whose vertices are Ui,. , U, and U/,. . , lJA, respec- 
tively, where (/I and U,l are the initial vertices of G(Bi) G(.Bz), respectively. The 
output is a new graph G and a set of words PC C* that will be used later in this 
section. 
Algorithm J 
Initialization step: Consider the two graphs G(Ri) and G(.%2) as a unique (not 
connected) graph, apply the operation Merge( U,, U:) and call U the resulting vertex. 
Denote by G the resulting connected graph; define a set of words P C C* and initialize 
it as P = {E}. 
Main step: Take a bad vertex V in G. Suppose that V is bad for the letter X. This 
fact implies that there exists a word w E P and two vertices V, and V, such that 
( 1) there exists a path in G labeled w that starts in U and reaches V; 
(2) the edges [V,x, I$], [V,X, V,] are in G; 
(3) the path labeled w .x in G(9i) (in G(&) resp.) reaches either a vertex that has 
been merged in a previous step to obtain V, (V, resp.) or a vertex that has been 
merged in a previous step to obtain V2 (VI resp.). 
Choose and fix the word w and vertices V and V,. Apply the operation Merge 
( 6, V, ) and add the new word w x to the set P. 
The algorithm works by performing the initialization step followed by the main step. 
Notice that the first time the main step is executed, the only bad vertex is U created 
in the initialization. Then, it runs by repeating the main step until there are no more 
bad vertices left. 
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Example 7.1. We show a run of the above algorithm applied to the congruences $3, 
and .Bz over the alphabet C = { 1,2} represented by the congruence graphs below. 
Input: 
Step 1: P=(e) 
Step 2: P= {e, I> 
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Step 3: P={e,1,2} 
After five more steps we obtain the following: 
Final step: P{ e, 1,2,2 1,22,222} 
Notice that, by construction, the set P output by the above algorithm is prefix- 
closed; hence it can be thought as an unlabeled tree. In fact, as we remarked before, 
an unlabeled tree is univocally defined by its domain (that is a prefix closed subset 
of c*). 
Remark 7.1. If the path in G starting from U and labeled z reaches some vertex W, 
then the vertices V, and V,’ reached by the path labeled z in G(9t) and in G(L%z), 
respectively, have been merged during the run of the algorithm in order to obtain 
vertex W (otherwise it is easy to see that in G there would remain at least one more 
bad vertex). 
Remark 7.2. The algorithm J is “non-deterministic” in the sense that, after the ini- 
tialization, each time we execute the main step, we make a choice (for a bad vertex). 
Different sequences of choices correspond to different runs of the algorithm on a given 
input. All such possible different runs of the algorithm produce the same graph G but 
different sets P’s. In the case of unary alphabets the algorithm J is deterministic. 
In the remaining part of this section we prove the correctness of the above algorithm. 
Lemma 7.1. Let G and P be, respectively, the graph and the subset of C’ output by 
the above algorithm. If for some pair of words z, y E C* there exist two paths in G 
starting from the vertex U and labeled by z and y, that reach the same vertex W, 
then ~(2%‘~ v &$)y where T = P U {z, y}. 
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Proof. Let us denote by G, the graph we have after m steps of the algorithm. We 
claim that, if paths labeled z and y in G(~?I) (or, equivalentely, in G(Bl)) reach 
the same vertex or two different vertices that have been merged at a certain step of 
the algorithm, in order to obtain a single vertex W in G,, then ~(99: V .@)y, where 
T=Pu{z,y}. 
The statement of the proposition follows by Remark 7.1 and by previous claim when 
we consider the final step as mth step. 
Let us denote by V, and V, the vertices reached in G(9,) (or, equivalently, in 
G(&)) by paths labeled z and y respectively. If V, = V, then previous claim is trivially 
true (z9iy or 2.9~ y depending whether the vertex V, = V, is in G(@i ) or in G(Bz)). 
Hence, we can suppose that & # V,, and we prove the claim by induction on m. 
Base of the induction: If V, and Vy are merged after the initialization step, the vertex 
W must be the vertex U otherwise E = V,,. There are 2 cases. 
Case 1: Both paths in G(9t ) (or in G(~?z), equivalently), labeled by z and y starting 
from Ui (from U( resp.) reach the vertex Ut (or U: resp.); in this case again z&?t y 
(or z&Jy resp.). 
Case 2: The path labeled z reaches U1 in G(B),) and the path labeled y reaches 
U/ in G(.%z) (or the analogous condition obtained by interchanging z with y); in this 
case z.%!ie, E.%$Y (or, analogously, y%‘t E, E~~‘zz). Since E E P, the base of induction is 
proved. 
Inductive step: Suppose now that V, and 4 are merged into a single vertex W after 
the algorithm performed m steps with m 22. If V, and 5 were already merged into 
a single vertex V in G,_i (that is, at the (m - 1)th step of the algorithm), then, by 
inductive hypothesis, the claim holds. 
Suppose now that V, and V, are not merged into a single vertex in G,_t ; thus W 
must be the vertex resulting by the operation merge performed at the mth step. Let us 
call VI and V2 the vertices in G,_i that “contain” V, and V,, respectively; the vertex 
V’ is the result of the operation merge applied to the pair (6, V,). Therefore, there 
exist a vertex V in G,_i, a word w E P and a letter x E C, chosen by the algorithm 
such that 
(1) there exists a path in G,_ 1 labeled w that starts in U and reaches V; 
(2) the edges [V,x, K],[V,x, &] are in G,_,; 
(3) the path labeled w .x in G(9i) (in G(&) resp.) reaches either a vertex that has 
been merged to obtain Vj (V, resp.) or a vertex that has been merged to obtain fi 
(VI resp.). 
By the inductive hypothesis applied to z and w . x at the (m - 1)th step, one has 
that ~(9: V 68,‘)~ . x; again by the inductive hypothesis applied to w x and y at 
the (m - 1)th step, one has that w . ~(93~ V 94?T)y, and, consequently, since w . x E P, 
z<q v $jy. 0 
Theorem 7.1. The graph G output by the algorithm is the congruence graph G(W), 
where 99 = 94?1 V B2. 
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Proof. The graph G is a complete deterministic connected graph with special vertex U. 
Hence, there exists a right congruence W such that G = G(.%). 
We have to prove that 9 = 9, V 92. Let us prove first that 9 d 21 V .22 by proving 
that &‘<9?~ and that d<22. 
If zS?iy, then the two paths in G(.%?i) starting from vertex Ui and labeled respec- 
tively by z and y, reach the same vertex Ui. Therefore, the paths in G starting from 
the vertex U and labeled by z and y, reach the same vertex V (the one containing 
Ui), i.e. Z9’y. 
The proof that 9 <.A?* is analogous. 
We have now to prove that 2, V 22 < 92. Suppose that zS?y. We have to prove that 
~(9, v 22)y. If z2y then there exist two paths in G, starting from the vertex U and 
labeled by z and y, that reach same vertex W; by applying Lemma 7.1, one gets that 
there exists a set 7’ such that z(.%[ V A?~)y. Hence ~(2, V .91)y. 0 
Remark 7.3. The above algorithm gives the join of two general right congruences. 
In particular, it can be applied to a pair of tree congruences B(tl) and B(t2). In 
this case the tree congruence corresponding to the output graph is, by Theorem 6.1, 
.2(t) where t = gcd(ti, t2). The right congruences given in Example 7.1 are actually 
the tree congruences 9?(tl) and g(t2) corresponding to the following pair of unlabeled 
trees: 
and the right congruence output by the algorithm is B(t), where t is the following 
tree: 
that is the greatest common divisor of tl and t2. 
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7.2. Complete sets 
Let T be a subset of C*. We recall that WT denotes the restriction of W to the 
set T, that is, for any u, v E C*, (u, v) E .B?T if and only if (u, v) E W and u, v E T. We 
remark that, even if B? is a right congruence over C*, 2’ is not in general a right 
congruence, since T is not necessarily a concatenation-closed subset of C*. In any 
case, WT is always an equivalence over T. 
Now let us consider two right congruences Bi and J%?Z and their restrictions to a fixed 
set T. We consider now the join B~VB~. We have that @V !A!: >(.B?, V 93~)~. Notice 
that in general the previous inequality is strict as shown in the following examples. 
Example 7.2. Let C be a one-letter alphabet. In this case C* is isomorphic to the ad- 
ditive monoid IYJ of non-negative integers. Let %?5 and %s be the congruences modulo 5 
and modulo 8 respectively, and consider the set T = (0, 1, . . . , 10). The join %?s V %g 
(and also its restriction (%s V%?g)T) is the trivial congruence %‘I having one class only, 
whereas %‘t V Us’ has the following two equivalence classes: Ci = {0,2,3,5,7,8, lo}, 
Cz={1,4,6,9}. 
Example 7.3. Let S?t and 22 be the tree congruences in Example 7.1 and let T’= 
{E, 1,12,122,1222}. The join &?I V 921 has two equivalence classes and, consequently 
also (ai V 2~)~’ has two equivalence classes, while WY’ V 9)2T’ has three equivalence 
classes, as one can verify. 
We can now give the following definition. 
Definition 7.1. Let &?t and .B?z be two right congruences over C* and let P c Z*. The 
set P is complete with respect to 91 and 9%~ if for any set T C C* such that T > P, 
B’T v %; = (%?I v S$)T. 
For instance, the sets T and T’ given in Examples 7.2 and 7.3 are not complete sets 
with respect to the pairs of congruences (%?s, $?s) and (%?I, .Bz) defined in the respective 
examples. 
From the definition it follows that any set containing a complete set is also complete. 
Remark that if a set P is a singleton, it is always true that .?Z~V@’ = (921 V%?#, but 
P is not necessarily a complete set. Remark also that the empty set can be complete 
with respect to Bt and 91 and this happens when either .!+%I V&$ = .%?I or Wt ~92 = $22. 
In order to introduce next proposition notice that for any set T containing z and y, 
~($8, ViJiTz)y if and only if z(S?t Vg~)~y. Moreover, if z(CA?~V%?~)y then z(Bi V22)y, 
while in general it is false (as can be seen in previous example) that from the conditions 
z(Bi V 92)~ and T contains z and y it follows that z(B?r V WT)y. 
Here we give a characterization of complete sets: 
Proposition 7.1. A set P of words over C is complete with respect to 91 and 9%~ if 
and only iffor any z, y E C*, z(W1 V Wz)y implies z(B?T V .!%T)y where T = PU {z, y}. 
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Proof. (+) Suppose that P is complete with respect to &?r and Bz. Let z(%?r v St2)y 
and let T = P U {z, y}. By definition, since P is complete and T contains P, 3; v 
92; = (BI V 9~)~. Since ~(91 V 9?2)y, then z(&J, V Si?~)~y and, consequently ~($9; V 
@ )Y. 
(+) Suppose now that for any z, y E C*, if ~(91 V &)y then z(@ V &?l)y where 
T = P U {z, y}. We have to prove that P is a complete set. Since for any SC C*, 
.!%f V .%?f 2 (92, V B?#, it remains to prove that if P C S then .@ V 92; < (9, V Z2)‘, 
i.e. if z(W1 V .9!2)‘y then ~(2)s V 9;)~. 
Let us suppose that z(%r V .%~)~y for z and y in S. Thus z(Wr V .S?l)y. By hypothesis 
z(.@ V 81)~ where T = P U {z, y}. Since T C S then ~(9~ V .@)y, and this concludes 
the proof. 0 
The algorithm we are now giving allows to decide whether or not a finite set P is 
complete with respect to two given tree congruences ar and 92. 
The input of the algorithm is the set P and congruence graphs G(ar) and G(92); 
notice that any equivalence class of 95?r, of 92 and of 91 V B2 is a rational set of 
words, as it can be proved using an analogous argument to the one used in Lemma 6.1 
to prove that class [E] is a rational set. 
Algorithm C 
1. Consider the multiset J@ of all the equivalence classes of dr and of 92. For any 
w E P find in J%! all the elements that contain w and make the union of them. 
2. By using the Algorithm J, find the graph G(9r V 3,). Check for any class V of 
,9!r V 921 whether there exists an element U of .4 such that V C U. 
3. If for any class V of 91 V 92 the answer to previous check is “YES” then the 
output is “YES”, i.e. P is complete, otherwise P is not complete and the output 
is “NO” 
Notice that, since a finite union of rational sets is a rational set, the multiset -4, 
after performing step 1, contains only rational sets; therefore it is possible to make 
checks in steps 2 because inclusion between rational sets is decidable. 
Proposition 7.2. Algorithm C is correct. 
Proof. We prove that P is complete if and only if for any class V of 9?r V Bz there 
exists an element U of ~8 such that V C U, or, equivalently, we prove that P is 
complete if and only if for any z, y E C*, ~(91 V .?&)y implies that there exists an 
element U of JH such that z, y E U. Therefore, by Proposition 7.1, in order to prove 
the proposition it suffices to prove that the following two statements are equivalents: 
(1) for any z,y~Z*, z(&?r V&T~)y+z(99~VB~)y where T=PU{z,y}; 
(2) for any z,yEC*, ~(9, v 9l)y+ there exists an element U of 4’ such that 
Z,YEU. 
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But the above two statements are equivalent because both are equivalent to say that for 
any z,yEC*, if ~(91 V 92)~ then there exists a sequence (vi, ~2,. . , u,) of elements 
of P such that Z&j,Vl, UlL%j1U2, V2Bj3V3,..., V,LSj,,+, Y, ji E { 1,2} (cf. Remark 6.1), and 
this concludes the proof. 0 
We now consider complete sets that are prefix-closed. Since any set containing 
a complete set is also complete, we are interested on “small” prefix-closed complete 
sets. The existence and the effective construction of such sets is given by the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 7.3. Any set output of Algorithm J is a prejix-closed complete set. 
Proof. Let us consider a run of the Algorithm J and let P the output set. By con- 
struction, P is a prefix-closed set. In order to prove that P is a complete set, suppose 
that z(&?l V 922)~. Then, by Theorem 7.1 the paths in the graph G (output by the al- 
gorithm) starting from the vertex U and labeled by z and y, reach the same vertex 
I”. Therefore, by Lemma 7.1, z(.%y V 9r)y where T = P U {z, y}. By Proposition 7.1, 
P is complete with respect to 9, and 32, and this concludes the proof. 0 
The following corollary gives an upper bound on the size of a prefix-closed complete 
set of minimal size. Recall that i(B) denotes the index of the congruence 2, i.e. the 
number of classes of 8. 
Corollary 7.1. Given two right congruences 921 and 92, there exists complete prejx- 
closed set P such that 
IPI = i(92,) + i(B)2) - i(Bl V 9?2), 
where IPI is the cardinality of P. 
Proof. Consider a set P output of the Algorithm J. Its cardinality IPI is equal to the 
number of steps performed by the Algorithm J. Since, in each step, operation Merge 
unifies two vertices, we have that IPI = i(B?l) + i(922) - i(91 V 92). 0 
In the special case of ICI = 1, C* is isomorphic to the set N of natural numbers and 
a prefix closed subset T of N is of the form T = (0, 1,. . ,m - 1). 
Corollary 7.2. Let ICI = 1. If rn>i(B~) + i(W,) - i(B?l v 92) then T is complete. 
Proof. If ICI = 1, Algorithm J is deterministic (cf. Remark 7.2). Then there exists 
a unique set P output of Algorithm J and its cardinality is IPI = i(.%l ) + i(B2) - 
i(W1 V%?z). Thus, P={O,l,..., i(&?i ) + I - i(Bl V 92)). Since any set containing 
P is complete, the thesis follows. Cl 
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8. A periodicity theorem 
In this section we consider trees having two different periodicities. The notions and 
the results given in previous sections converge in the statement and in the proof of 
our main result that generalizes the Fine and Wilf’s theorem to trees. 
We first give a characterization of periodicity in terms of congruences, generalizing 
Proposition 2.1 
Proposition 8.1. Let z be u labeled tree and to be an unlabeled tree. Then, z hus 
period to if und only if for each pair of nodes x, y E dam(z) such that xg(to)y, 
4x ) = T(Y 1. 
Proof. (=s) If r has period to, then there exists a labeled tree zo such that sh(zo) = to, 
and a tree p E rt such that r C p. If x.B(to)y then, by definition of .%(to), x, y E B(to)*z 
for some z E dom(to) = dom(zo). In other words, all the elements in the class B(to)*z 
are the ones that are in the same position with respect to the occurrence of to in p 
to which they, respectively, belong. Since r C p E rt, for each element x E B(to)*z, we 
have that r(x) = rs(z). In particular T(X) = r(y). 
(+) Suppose that for all x, y E dam(z) such that xB?(to)y we have that r(x) = r(y). 
Notice that given two arbitrary unlabeled trees tl and t2, we can find an unlabeled tree 
s E t; such that ti C s. In our case we can consider t = sh(r) as prefix of an unlabeled 
tree s E to#. In this way, xB(to)y means that x and y are in the same position relatively 
to the occurrences of to in s to which they respectively belong. Since, by hypothesis, 
all the elements of a fixed class B(to)*z have the same label, we can define the tree 
ra in the following way: 
dom(To) = dom(to), ‘vz E dom(zo) ~~(2) = z(z). 
It is easy to verify that r is prefix of an element of ri, that is, r has period to. 0 
Given a labeled tree r we define the coarsest right congruence compatible with the 
labeling of z, denoted by gl, as follows: Vx, y E dam(z), x%YTy H z(x) = z(y). 
Recall that .BD denotes the restriction of an equivalence B? to the set D. To simplify 
the notations, let us denote by D the domain of the tree r. Then Proposition 8.1 can 
be restated as follows. 
Corollary 8.1. A tree z EA# has period to ifund only if~‘r~(B?(to))D. 
At the end of Section 4 we stressed that, in order to generalize the Fine and Wilf 
theorem to trees we have to investigate what “greatest common divisor” and “suffi- 
ciently long with respect to two periodicities” mean in the case of trees. In Section 5 
we defined the greatest common divisor of two trees. The formalization of the latter 
notion in terms of completeness is given in the following definition. 
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Definition 8.1. Let t, tl and t2 be unlabeled trees. We say that t is complete with 
respect to tl and t2 if dam(t) is complete with respect to the congruences B(t,) and 
CX(t2). Moreover, we say that a labeled tree r is complete with respect to tl and t2 if 
its shape s/r(r) satisfies the same condition. 
Remark 8.1. In the special case of unary trees, i.e. in the case of words, tl and t2 are 
uniquely specified by their sizes p1 and ~2, respectively, 92(tl) and B(t2) coincide with 
the equivalence mod pt and modpz, respectively (cf. Remark 6.2 and Lemma 6.5), 
r corresponds to a word of length M and it is complete with respect to p1 and p2 if 
m 3 p1 + p2-gcd(p1, ~2) (cf. Corollary 7.2). 
Theorem 8.1 (Fine and Wilf’s theorem for trees). Let z be a labeled tree having pe- 
riods tl and t2. If z is complete with respect to tl and t2 then z has also period 
gcd(t, , t2 >. 
Proof. Let us denote by D = darn(z). By the hypothesis and by Corollary 8.1, 9,~ 
(i%(tl))D and 9& <(B(t2))D. Then, by definition of join, .!J& <(.5@(tl))D V (.%?(t2))D. 
But D is complete with respect to 92(tl) and B(t2), then (9i?(tl))D V (i%?(t2))D = (Li%?(tl) V 
9i?(t2))D. This implies that 9T<(9?(t,)V.@(t2))D. But by Theorem 6.1 (92(t~)VB(t2))D 
= W(gcd(tl, tz)p, then we have that &?r < W(gcd(ti, tz)). This means that z has period 
gcd(t,,tz). •I 
Remark 8.2. In the special case of unary trees we obtain, as a corollary of 
Theorem 8.1, the classical Fine and Wilf theorem for words (cf. Remark 8.1). 
The tightness of previous theorem is proved in the case of non-trivial periods (cf. 
Section 4). 
Proposition 8.2. Let tl, t2 and t be unlabeled trees such that tl or t2 are prefixes 
of t and such that t is not complete with respect to tl and t2. Then, there exists a 
(labeled) tree z, with shape sh(z)= t, having (non-trivial) periods tl and t2 but not 
period gcd(tl, t2). 
Proof. Let Z be the structure alphabet of t, tl, t2. Let us denote by D =dom(t). By 
Definitions 7.1 and 8.1, there exists a set X C C* such that dam(t) LX and (B(t,))X V 
(~(t2))X#(~,(tl)VW(t2))X. Th’ IS means that there exist x, y EX such that (x, y) E i%(tl ) 
vW(t2),but(~,y)~(~(t,))XV(~(t2))X. S’ mce tl (or t2) is a prefix oft, we can pick x’ 
and y’ E D such that ni%(tl )x’ and y’a( tl )y (or xB’(t2 )x’ and y’.%?(tz )y); this fact and 
Remark 6.1 imply that also (x’,y’) 9 (B(tl))X V (9(t2))x, i.e. (%?(t,))D V (B(t2))D # 
ewl>v~(t2)>D. 
Let d be the set of equivalence classes of (B(t, ))D V (B(t2))D and let 0 : d -+ A be 
a bijection between d and an alphabet A. Let r be a labeled tree with dam(z) = dam(t) 
= D, defined as follows: For any x E D, z(x) = @([xl), where [x] denotes the element 
of & containing x. 
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Clearly 93, = (L%(~I))~ V (a(t~))~. 
By Theorem 6.1 (9?(tt)V9(t~))D=~(gcd(tt,t~))D. Hence, we have that &$ fi 
S!(gcd(tt, tz)). This implies, by Corollary 8.1, that r has not period gcd(tt, t2). 0 
Example 8.1. Consider the following trees: 
/ \ / 
71 % 
It is easy to verify that the tree r has two different (non-trivial) periods, tl =sh(~,) 
and t2 = So, but it does not have period gcd(tt , t2) = n, the punctual tree. In fact, r 
is not complete with respect to tl and t2. 
Notice that if we want to make r a complete tree with respect to tl and t2 we should 
add the node 21. But, in this case, r cannot have both periods tl and t2 without having 
also period gcd(tt, t2) = 7-c. In fact, in order to have period tl, the node 21 must be 
labeled with a, whereas the period t2 obliges vertex 21 to be labeled with a b. The 
only possibility to have both periods tl and t2 would be if a = b and, in such a case, 
the tree r would have also period rt = gcd(tt, t2). Recall that the notion of completeness 
of a tree is effectively decidable by algorithm C. 
Before concluding this paper, we remark that periodicity on trees is a phenomenon 
quite different from the corresponding one on words. This is true despite we defined 
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periodicity on trees in a way that in the case of unary trees it is perfectly equivalent 
to the classical notion of periodicity on strings. 
Although Corollary 7.1 guarantees the existence of “small” complete trees, however 
there exist particular pairs of unlabeled trees tl and t2 with respect to which we can 
find trees with an arbitrarily large size that are not complete. For example, consider 
the following trees tl and t2: 
All the trees whose domain is the set of all the prefixes of a word of the form 
ld’21d’2.. Id”2 
or all the trees whose domain is the set of all prefixes of a word of the form 
ld’21d22.. . ld”21P, 
where dl,d2,... , d, are odd integers and p is an even integer, are not complete with 
respect to tl and t2. Then, by choosing the di’s, p and n sufficiently large, we obtain 
trees with an arbitrarily large size, that are not complete with respect to tl and t2. This 
implies that we can have infinite trees that have two different periods tl and t2 and not 
have period gcd( tl , t2 ). 
This situation never occurs in the case of words. In fact, in that case, the tree 
congruences are only the congruences modulo p and the unlabeled words (or non- 
negative integers) that are not complete with respect to two given congruences modulo 
p and modulo q are exactly all the unlabeled words whose size is less or equal to 
p + q - gcd(p, q). Therefore, we cannot have words with an arbitrarily long size that 
are not complete with respect to tl and t2. 
We remark that it is possible to define “weaker” notion of periodicity for trees 
by using congruences that are not tree congruences. Also in this case we can state a 
“periodicity theorem”, based on the results of Section 7, that have been proved without 
the restrictive hypothesis that the congruences are tree congruences (cf. [5,6]). 
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